Competing Dichotomies in Teaching Computer Programming to Beginner-Students
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Abstract The goal in teaching computer programming is to develop in students the capabilities required of a professional software developer. Beginner programmers suffer from a wide range of difficulties and deficits. Several studies suggest that undertaking computer programming for meeting a real industry application is still a challenge for many students even after studying for a year or two. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the challenges in teaching computer programming to beginner-students and to initiate a dialog in the information and communication technology teaching community on how to teach and assess computer programming courses effectively. We undertake an extensive literature review to identify four major programming dichotomies in teaching computer programming: knowledge versus application, comprehension versus generation, procedural versus object oriented and functional versus imperative. Further, based on our teaching experience, we propose a practical approach to teaching computer programming to beginner-students. The paper discusses the implications to ICT teaching community and how teaching and assessments can be made effective to achieve the goal of making beginner programmer learn not only knowledge but also relevant application skills. We believe that the study would contribute to making ICT teaching more practical and effective in achieving their educational goals.
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1. Introduction

“It's not what you know that counts anymore. It's what you can learn and do” Don Tapscott.

Computer programming with the specific aim of meeting an authentic need is the skill that computer science students are expected to master. However, learning to program is quite challenging for beginner programmers as they suffer from a wide range of difficulties and deficits [1,2] conceptual ‘bugs’ [3,4] and misconceptions [5]. Considering the problems programming students are expected to solve in a programming course, de Raadt et al [6] developed a three-level scale: ‘system’, ‘algorithmic’ and ‘sub-algorithmic’. Problems at sub-algorithmic level may look simple because they do not involve algorithms or system designs. Examples of problems of this scale include avoiding division-by-zero, achieving repetition until a sentinel is found, and so on. Strategies used to solve problems at this level are particularly relevant to beginners in their initial exposure to the programming process. Yet, these strategies are also a fundamental part of solving problems at any level.

Unfortunately, several studies suggest that undertaking computer programming to meet a specific real application is still a challenge for many students even after studying it for one or two years. Lister et al [7] attributed poor results to poor problem-solving ability in students. The BRACElet project conducted at Auckland University of Technology showed that many students exhibit a fragile programming knowledge and very few can demonstrate clear understanding of programming strategy [8].

We are experienced academics teaching students from various countries and backgrounds. In spite of our experience, we are amazed at the challenges that our students face in their learning. So, we want to examine in this paper why teaching computer programming is still a challenge, even after over 40 years since it was first identified [9]. We believe that this would initiate a dialog in the ICT teaching community on the effectiveness of teaching and assessment approaches in beginner courses in computer programming. For this purpose, we undertake an in-depth literature review and combine it with our personal knowledge to identify the practical problems of teaching computer programming to beginners. Our study is divided into four sections. The next section examines the blurriness of goals of teaching computer programming, and then identifies four competing dialectic programming dichotomies, followed by an integrated practical approach to teaching computer programming. The last two sections are discussions followed by conclusion.
2. Blurry Goals of Teaching Computer Programming

Unlike a decade ago, the field of information and computer technology (ICT) is invaded by other conventional disciplines. Also the question is whose domain is ICT – engineers, scientists, technologists, commerce graduates or linguists? Practically, anyone could wander in. It would be revealing to look at the context of stage 1 of Bachelor’s IT Programme, where we find that participants come from a variety of backgrounds. They differ linguistically, educationally, culturally and professionally. For example, students could range from school leavers to mature-aged students, and anywhere in between. The entry standard, even of those who studied computing before, varies from year to year. They all share one common factor, though. Unfortunately, their prior educational experiences in the computing discipline may have done anything but prepare them appropriately for professional learning and practice. This is certainly the reason why programming courses are regarded by students as difficult and have high dropout rates [10].

Teachers now face the daunting task of somehow making sense to this conglomeration of non-computing clientele - of the concepts such as initializing a sum, counting variables, using a correct looping strategy for the given problems [11]. As a result, often the instruction has primarily focused on programming knowledge [italised for emphasis] and it has been presented in a similar manner to the traditional curriculum, where the instructional materials consisted of several small exercises and assignments to be completed by students individually. In other words, class-work is typically simplified to enable students to engage in manageable chunks of work more focused on completion of the course rather than ensuring acquisition of programming skills [italised for emphasis]. Periodical assignments come neatly packaged with a well-specified set of requirements to be implemented. In the process, the goal of teaching ICT to prepare learners to achieve a holistic view of the computing problems and provide solutions is deplorably lost. In this context, we raise some questions relating to the goal of teaching ICT: Is it to acquire knowledge or skills? Is it to help students pass the exam or survive in the industry? Quite often teachers take cover under beautifully designed and presented theoretical frameworks for their lack of clarity on the goals of teaching ICT. ACM & IEEE-CS Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula [12] in their reviews since1991 has maintained that programming as ‘activities that surround the description, development and effective implementation of algorithmic solutions to well-specified problems’. Also the emphasis on ‘well-specified’ problems becomes problematic when the focus shifts from ‘developing programmes in the class-room’ to ‘developing systems in the real world scenarios’ [13]. By this, students seemed to be expected to learn strategies implicitly by seeing examples and solving ‘neatly graded’ problems in class that can automatically be transferred to the industry. While this being so, another question very frequently asked is whether assessment in ICT, particularly that of computer programming can be a simple ‘written language exercise’ [14]. The above issues may find clarification by examining the dialectic programming dichotomies as a teaching pedagogy, and are discussed in the next section.

3. Competing Dichotomies for Computer Programming

It is generally accepted that it takes about ten years of experience to turn a student programmer into an expert programmer [9,15]. While there can be a lot of debate as to the definition of an ‘expert programmer’ the following section outlines three dialectic programming dichotomies that influence the teaching of computer programming.

3.1. Knowledge Versus Application

Studies show that there are positive correlations between the knowledge students’ gain from instructional materials and the skill they develop by applying it for solving problems [16,17,18]. Obviously, programming ability must rest on a foundation of knowledge; it is, however, possible to distinguish programming knowledge from programming strategies. Knowledge, as it is understood, involves the declarative nature (syntax and semantics) of a programming language, while strategies describe how programming knowledge is applied [19]. Knowledge is only part of the picture; programming strategies involve the application of programming knowledge to solve a problem. Soloway [20] describes programming strategies as plans and Wallingford [21] views them as patterns or algorithms. A strategy, of course, is to be able to incorporate the plans, patterns and algorithms into a single solution. Whalley et al [8] therefore, feel that teaching should reach beyond a focus on syntax, and target programming strategies. Robins et al [10] suggest that the key to beginner-programmers to becoming expert programmers lie in learning programming strategies rather than merely acquiring programming knowledge.

3.2. Comprehension Versus Generation

Another distinction is found between programme-comprehension (the ability to read and understand the outcomes of an existing piece of code) and programme-generation (the ability to create a piece of code that achieves certain outcomes). Whalley et al [8] contend that “a vital [initial] step toward being able to write programmes is the capacity to read a piece of code and describe it” (p. 249). It means that a student learning programming must be able to comprehend a solution (and the knowledge and strategies within it) before they can generate a solution at the same level of difficulty or rigour. According to Brooks [22], experts and beginner programmers can be distinguished by how they undertake comprehension. Again, with the ability to comprehend code comes the ability to reuse the pieces of code. It is widely recognized that practicing reuse does not happen automatically [23,24,25,26].

3.3. Object-Oriented Versus Procedure-Oriented

According to ACM & IEEE-CS Joint Task Force on Computing Curricula [12], object-oriented programming
emphasizes the principles of design from the very beginning. Object-oriented approach has been regarded as ‘natural, easy to use and powerful’ in the sense that objects are natural features of problem domains, and are represented as explicit entities in the programming domain, so the mapping between domains is simple and should support and facilitate object-oriented design/programming. However, Detienne [27], Muller et al. [28] and Mittermeir et al. [29] do not support this position. They argue that identifying objects is not an easy process, that objects identified in the problem domain are not necessarily useful in the program domain, that the mapping between domains is not straightforward, and further that students need to construct a model of the procedural aspects of a solution in order to properly design objects/classes. While the literature on expert programmers is more supportive of the naturalness and ease of object-oriented design, it also shows that expert object-oriented programmers use both object-oriented and procedural views of the programming domains, and switch between them as necessary [27]. Similarly Rist [30] describes the relationship between plans (a fundamental unit of program design) and objects as “orthogonal” [30]. Yet the proponents of the objects-first strategy begin immediately with the notion of objects, classes, methods, constructors, and inheritance, and then go on to introduce concepts of types, variables, values etc. [31]. Having to assimilate all these details and to gradually build up new knowledge comprises one of the biggest sources of difficulties for student or beginner-programmers.

### 3.4. Functional Versus Imperative

The functional programming paradigm supports a pure functional approach to problem solving. Functional programming is a form of declarative programming. It involves composing the problem as a set of functions to be executed. Students need to define carefully the input to each function, and what each function returns. In contrast, in an imperative approach to teaching, students develop a piece of code that describes in exact detail the steps that the computer must take to accomplish the goal. This is often referred to as algorithmic programming. Most mainstream languages, including object-oriented programming (OOP) languages such as C#, Visual Basic, C++, and Java –, were designed to primarily support imperative (procedural) programming. These two strategies have been used for a fairly long period of time. The functional strategy initially places emphasis on functions leaving the presentation of state for later, whereas in the imperative strategy the emphasis is first given to the state and then the concept of functions is presented.

The four competing dichotomous approaches, discussed above, seem to be conflicting. Yet, teaching computer programming effectively may require an integrated approach that combines all the competing dichotomous approaches in proportions appropriate to the class situation. The choice of proportion may depend on the class composition and dynamics of learning.

### 4. A Practical Approach to Teaching Programming

In addition to being able to produce compilable, executable programs that are correct and in the appropriate form, the students of computing should learn the process of solving discipline-specific problems irrespective of the particular programming paradigm. When faced with the crisis of computing student performance, the first step McCracken et al. [32] proposed was to abstract the problem from its description. Abstraction requires students to be well grounded in the idea of abstraction, starting from sub-algorithmic level.

```plaintext
while (robot.isItOnGround()) == false){
    robot.turnLeft();
    if (robot.isFacingWall()){
        robot.turnLeft();
        robot.turnLeft();
        robot.moveForwards();
    } else if (robot.isNotFacingWall()){
        robot.moveForwards();
        robot.moveForwards();
        robot.turnLeft();
        robot.turnLeft();
    }
}
```

![Figure 1. Abutment](image)

```
// this is the shortest way: 10 instructions
robot.turnLeft();
while (robot.isFacingWall())
{
    while (robot.isFacingWall()) {
        robot.turnLeft();
        robot.turnLeft();
        robot.moveForwards();
    }
    robot.moveForwards();
}
```

![Figure 2. Nesting](image)

At early stages of the course, relatively less detailed coding is required of the students but availability of a good selection of reusable classes and templates is essential. Eventually, algorithm analysis can become a springboard for principles of designing containers, as well as classic sorts and searches. By the end of the course, the students should have learnt that the default programming strategy is to reuse but they should have the concepts to start from scratch, if need be. Better still, since they will be thoroughly schooled in reuse, if they do code from scratch, they are more likely to think in terms of good abstractions that can be reused. For example, the method calls used in Figure 1 such as `turnLeft()` or `moveForwards()` are reused quite a few number of times in different sequences in order to meet specific needs which require of the students the skill of abstraction at sub-algorithmic level. de Raadt et al. [33] call this strategy...
‘abutment’ which is calling one method after another in the correct sequence that will solve the problem. This also involves the functional approach where the problem is composed as a set of functions to be executed. While developing those functions, one needs to define carefully the input to each function, and what each function returns. This is the ability teachers need to keep as the objective of their teaching at this level.

The scope and importance of this strategy may be dependent on the design approach adopted in the problemsolving process. However, the functional decomposition of a structured program often requires further decomposition. In teaching computer programming, abstraction is not only a required skill in designing the classes needed, but also in factorization of methods out of others that are already in the design. For example, ‘nesting’ or placing one action sequence inside another is another form of abstraction (Figure 2). In this strategy, the student must be able to take the sub-solutions and put them back together to generate the solution to the problem. This step may involve creating an algorithm that controls the sequence of events.

The next level (Figure 3) of abstraction requires the students to be able to decide on an implementation strategy for individual classes, procedures, functions, or modules, as well as on appropriate language constructs. Although the solution should be correct and in the appropriate form that produces the right output, the emphasis, however, is that it should also be modularized, generalized, and conforms to standards. The focus for this strategy is the division of code into methods, and method signatures and names.

Another aspect that needs mentioning here is that software development often adopts one or several architectural patterns as strategies for system organization. Expert programmers use these patterns purposefully. They in fact often use them informally and even nearly unconsciously. Good teaching needs to close the gap between the useful abstractions (constructs and patterns) of system design and the current models, notations and tools [34]. Teachers need to identify useful patterns clearly and teach them explicitly by giving examples, comparing them, and evaluating their utility in various settings allowing students to develop a repertoire of useful techniques that go beyond the curricular limitations. Let alone the issues that might crop up when larger systems are to be developed, several previous studies find weaknesses in teaching a computer programming course to beginners where strategies were not taught explicitly [11].

5. Discussion and Implications

Dede [35] observes that no educational ICT is universally good, and the best way forward is to take instrumental approach and analyse the curriculum, teachers and students in order to select appropriate tools,
applications, media, and environments. In the context of teaching IT programming, scholars [36,37,38] have shown that explicit instruction strategies can be very powerful especially with regard to teaching programming. Recent studies [27,28,29] have focused on teaching patterns in an attempt to represent sub-algorithmic strategies. The four competing dichotomous approaches may have to be used in appropriate combinations that match the requirements of the class composition and student dynamics. It should be noted that these combinations may change as per the students’ needs in each unique situation.

Some ways in which programming strategies could be incorporated in assignments and examinations is suggested below for consideration of ICT teaching community.

- Encouraging students to use particular strategies when generating solutions for assignments
- Awarding credit for application of strategies in assignment marking criteria
- Using problems that focus on programming strategies as part of the final examination
- Awarding credit for applying strategies in assessments was also done to encourage students to value this component of programming and devote more effort to learning it.

Academic and industry skill standards are needs closure integration in their design, development and dissemination. Teachers cannot undermine the relationship between academic and industry skill standards and the need to strive in order to reach a consensus in several central areas for better coordination between academic and technical standards. Workplace applications offered by the academic skills were rarely explicit. Industry skill standards included academic standards as an abstract list of skills would remain unconnected to their use in the workplace. Despite consensus that standards should be set at a high level, most academic standards offered no absolute normative benchmarks against which to measure student performance and were set by educators based on their judgment about what students should know in respective courses. The academic component of the industry skill standards call for skills that could be achieved well short of high school graduation. The most significant area of overlap between the two sets of standards was their use of process-oriented skills, which needs emphasis at the tertiary level teaching of computer programming.

Teaching programming with a clear emphasis on different strategies develops in beginner students several ways and means of problem solving. In traditional programming paradigm, teaching programming strategies is analogous to teaching programming design. Traditional computer science programmes place emphasis teaching programming design and analysis in the upper level courses such as system analysis and software development [40]. Students in an introductory programming course usually have limited exposure to program design.

6. Conclusion

The framework for strategies-oriented teaching of computer programming can be a clear process with very specific steps. Firstly, teaching starts off with the introduction of language features. This is followed, as a second step, by the discussion of a number of algorithmic solutions with the explicit objective of developing critical thinking skills. Logically the third step requires the students to debug the entire programme. Debugging is particularly important if the entire programme is actually developed in segments of classroom tasks.

As a project management approach to problem solving, problems are normally broken down into mini-tasks. As a teaching methodology, strategies can be explicitly applied to those mini-tasks. Each of these strategies can be illustrated in flowchart which should be achievable with no more than 10 lines of code. Tasks can also be formatted as a flow of checklists; each task should be solved sequentially.

The act of programming is a process, and the output of this process should be a working program. If the resultant programme does not work, then the process has not been successful and it is very hard to evaluate the process. It is simpler to give computing students the environment in which they can produce the programme and then only mark working programmes. Once the students know that the only way to pass the assessments is to learn how to programme, they develop a real interest in learning how to programme. This motivation makes it much easier to teach these students. But there is no substitute to hard work and trying it all over again. In Greek legend, Sisyphus, a king in ancient Greece who offended Zeus was given a punishment to roll a huge boulder to the top of a steep hill; each time the boulder neared the top it rolled back down and Sisyphus was forced to start again. We believe that the beginner-programmers need to have the tenacity of Sisyphus combined with understanding of modern business requirements that could help them succeed as computer programmers.
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